
Flamenco & Appenzell

https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=14&v=TdxQDT7DC5g


Appenzell music, like Flamenco, has a range of cultural influences, sometimes even similar 
influences. It’s difficult to imagine how Bettina Castaño brings these two cultures together. With 
the world-famous ‘Alder Buebe’, this show will be an unforgettable experience: you’ll see an 
interesting, musically unprecedented and most appealing constellation.


(5 artists, 1 technician, length of show 60 – 90 mins, subject to change)  


https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=14&v=TdxQDT7DC5g


Review of the Oberwil Lieli performance, 28. September 2014

Appenzell music and flamenco dance – 
that’s not possible! YES IT IS!

Last Saturday’s audience in the booked out auditorium could 
be divided into four groups: those who came mainly because 
of the Alder-Buebe, those who came because they loved 
flamenco, and a third group who had already experienced this 
meeting of the two cultures, and finally, the fourth group of 
people who were curious and didn’t really believe that 
Appenzell string music and flamenco dance could harmonise. 




The climax of the concert with the Alder Buebe was when the Appenzell men began ‘talerschwingen’ (rolling a coin around in a clay 
bowl, creating a ringing sound) and Bettina Castaño danced to it – a pattern of sounds emerged that could not be placed. You didn’t 
know whether the unique melody caused homesickness or wanderlust. The audience listened, sang along, clapped and let them-
selves be taken on a ‘confusing’ musical journey.



That fourth group in the audience were taught better from the 
first moment on. The experience that the Alder Buebe and 
Bettina Castaño created all evening was quite simply breath-
taking! The four musicians (Walter Alder, Michael Bösch, Willi 
Valotti and Köbi Schiess) gave the audience a typical sound, 
however they added new elements into the traditional music and 
professionally integrated music from other countries into their 
sound.



"Folk music has to develop, it can influence 
and can be influenced by other types of 
music. It mustn’t stagnate in its own form 
purely for reasons of purism” says Köbi 
Schiess.

This is certainly true of Bettina Castaño. She 
is from Appenzell, grew up in Appenzell, and 
chose Seville as her second home. The way 
in which she introduces flamenco dance, soft 
movements full of temperament, to the Alder 
Buebe music, and then be completely taken 
in by the music, is indescribable, it just has to 
be experienced!




WWalter Alder comes from the 
4th generation of the Alder 
dynasty. His father, Ueli Alder, 
was 1st violinist of the ‚Streich-
musik Alder’ (string music Alder) 
which was founded by Johannes 
and Ulrich Alder from Osteregg. 
More information can be read 
about the Alder dynasty in the 
book ‘Brummbass, Ge ige , 
Hackbrett’ (Double bass, violin, 
hammered dulcimer) from St. 
Gallen publishers, released to 
mark the 100-year existence of 
the Alders. 




B. Castaño: „Music has to be felt in 
order for it to be turned into dance”“



From left to right: Walter Alder, Michael Bösch, Willy Valotti, Köbi Schiess



Particularly funny clip of Walter Alder

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ft0ecqHNIzs



Tradition meets hot-bloodedness: “People seem to be seeking more tradition in times of globalisation”, says Rolf Baumgartner, 
manager of the small theatre in Mettlen. “No sooner did it become public that we had the pleasure of presenting the flamenco 

dancer Bettina Castaño together with the Alder.“ 



Adults from various generations met this Saturday for an extraordinary concert and experienced how flamenco dance and 
Appenzell come together. The Alder Buebe – Walter Alder on the hammered dulcimer, Michel Bösch on the violin, Willi Valotti on 
the accordion and Köbi Schiess on the bass – play carefree, and from the first sound onwards, the secretive connection between 
the traditional Appenzell music and Spanish rhythms can be felt.




Twelve years ago, Castaño presented the Alder Buebe with the idea of working together. The traditional Appenzell formation was 
never opposed to new musical influences – the preparations began. “I selected the pieces of music and worked on the 
choreography. After that, a lot of practice was on the agenda”, the successful dancer describes her work. “Per year I danced 
through a several pairs of shoes”, she smiled. Now, the music formation travels almost the whole world with B. Castaño. They are 
often abroad, were in Dubai, and even have a tour of South America under their belt.



Castaño uses her body as an instrument: Her hammering feet move in such a breath-taking tempo, that one could imagine that she 
has more than two. Her hands clap the beat, and castanets are also used. Every movement exudes vitality, elegance and power. 
Castaño’s expression shows concentration and dedication. Castaño comes from Appenzell and has lived in Spanish Seville for 30 
years, where flamenco groups from all over the world meet. This is how new ideas come about and productions are developed.
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